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About the SLoCaT Partnership

Knowledge and 
data synthesis 
and analysis

International multi-
stakeholder 
partnership

Primary focus 
on land 

transport 

Targeted at 
developing countries 

in Africa, Asia, and 
Latin America 

Policy advocacy 
and action

Multi-stakeholder dialogue 
and coalition building



Presentation Overview

1. Role of Urban Transport for Decarbonisation

2. Transportation Decarbonisation Alliance (TDA)
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1. Role of Urban Transport
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Need to reverse trends for low carbon pathway



Role of urban passenger transport for decarbonisation



Need for prioritising what makes most sense!



2. Transportation Decarbonisation 
Alliance
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Transport Decarbonisation Alliance -
Coalition of the willing of the “3Cs”

The Transport Decarbonisation 
Alliance is a unique collaboration of 
countries, cities, and companies to 
accelerate the worldwide 
transformation of the transport 
sector towards a net-zero emissions 
mobility system before 2050.



How the TDA works

1. Accelerates and scales up ambition for the transport 
sector by outlining a shared vision for front-runners in 
transport decarbonisation. 

2. Enables action through joint ‘Communities of Interest’ 
that tackle critical drivers and disruptors to low carbon 
mobility from the perspective of the 3Cs. 

3. Provides an advocacy platform to influence political 
decision-making in international fora on climate change 
and sustainable development.



Members of the Transport Decarbonisation Alliance



Communities of Interest (CoI)

● Work of TDA organised through CoI
● Following CoIs exist:

- Urban Freight
- Fast Track on Transport Decarbonisation
- Executive Education on Transport Decarbonisation



Major publications





Vision for 2019-2021

A. Increase the level of Ambition around transport 
decarbonisation

B. Provide a high visibility platform for Action for the 3Cs.
C. Facilitate the contribution of TDA members to the climate 

debate and agenda setting.
D. Seek meaningful partnerships with other like-minded 

platforms and organisations.
E. Expand the TDA membership.



TDA members...



Geographic coverage of the TDA



Transport and Climate Change Global Status Report

The report includes:

60 figures with rich 
data-sets

67 key indicators for 
8 policy landscapes

data covering historic 
time-span from 1970 

to 2017180 policy examples
from over

70 countries, covering 
all continents



Transport and Climate Change
Global Status Report
National Focal Points

We need your expertise for the elaboration of the Transport and Climate
Change Global Status Report (TCC-GSR) 2020, including the following:

- National and local policies.

- Data on transport.

More information provided at http://slocat.net/tcc-gsr

Please register under bit.ly/tcc-gsr-data or 
send email to tcc-gsr@slocatpartnership.org

http://slocat.net/tcc-gsr
http://bit.ly/tcc-gsr-data
mailto:tcc-gsr@slocatpartnership.org


Thank you for your attention!

slocat.net

www.ppmc-transport.org

tda-mobility.org
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@SLoCaTOfficial fb.me/SLoCaTOfficial
Partnership on Sustainable, 
Low Carbon Transport

fb.me/TDAmobility Transport Decarbonisation 
Alliance

@TDAmobility


